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Eg:- 1. I left my sister’s shoes here.                                                                                                    

       

                                                                               

                         I                                    left my sister’s shoes here                                         

                                        

                                           

      SUBJECT  PART                                                                                  PREDICATE PART
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   Unit :  FRAMES
   LOs :
   To familiarise various grammatical elements. To understand sentence patterns. 

Sentence

The subject part is usually 
a noun or any thing that 

stands for noun (a pronoun,
a noun phrase or a noun 

clause).

The verb is the most 
important part of 

the predicate. 
The predicate 

part of a sentence is 
usually a verb phrase.

LANGUAGE ELEMENTS

https://youtu.be/ZgFcWvcrXTc


Eg 2:-  The vegetable boxes tumbled.

                          

                       Head word (NOUN)

                              

                 The vegetable boxes                   tumbled

       NOUN PHRASE                           VERB PHRASE

I. Identify the Noun Phrase and the Verb Phrase of the following sentences by using the 

example given above.

a) Mr. Thorat nodded.

b) The cage on the lorry was covered.

c) Mr. Thorat reached the shooting location with tiger.
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sentence



 

Eg 3 :-                                                               DETERMINERS

                            1. ARTICLES          2. DEMONSTRATIVES               3. POSSESSIVES

                                   The digital camera closes in on Zahra.

 

                                                       noun phrase                                verb phrase

                                     

                                      The digital camera                     closes in on Zahra

                         

                      

       Determiner-article        adjective          Noun-  Head word
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Eg 4:- 

                              Both the well fed tigers

              

(pre-dterminer)     (determiner)     (adjective)     (noun-head word)

Eg 5 :- We mounted the camera on its tripod.
                                                              

                                              prepositional phrase
(A group of words consisting of preposition. Here it modifies the head word.)

Eg 6 :- CLAUSE (A unit consisting  of a subject and a predicate)

The digital camera on the tripod which is very expensive closes in on Zahra.

Relative clause                                       

II. Add the following constituents to the sentences given.

[pre-determiner, determiner, adjective and prepositional phrase]

1)  ------ children are playing ---------.

2)  -------- flowers ----- the garden are ----------.

3)  ------- the members have attended the meeting.
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PRE -DETERMINERS – They occur before determiners and quantify 
the noun phrase.
(all, most, both, half of, most of, half, etc.)


